Academic literature retrieval concerns about the selection of papers that are most likely to match a user's information needs. Most of the retrieval systems are limited to list-output models, in which the retrieval results are isolated from each other. In this paper, we aim to uncover the relationships between the retrieval results and propose a method to build structural retrieval results for academic literature, which we call a paper evolution graph (PEG). The PEG describes the evolution of diverse aspects of input queries through several evolution chains of papers. By using the author, citation, and content information, PEGs can uncover various underlying relationships among the papers and present the evolution of articles from multiple viewpoints. Our system supports three types of input queries: keyword query, single-paper query, and two-paper query. The construction of a PEG consists mainly of three steps. First, the papers are soft-clustered into communities via metagraph factorization, during which the topic distribution of each paper is obtained. Second, topically cohesive evolution chains are extracted from the communities that are relevant to the query. Each chain focuses on one aspect of the query. Finally, the extracted chains are combined to generate a PEG, which fully covers all the topics of the query. Experimental results on a real-world dataset demonstrate that the proposed method can construct meaningful PEGs.
Introduction
Where did the idea of this paper come from? Are there any improved methods to do this? These are the questions beginners try to find answers when faced with an unfamiliar research territory. However, as the academic literature becomes ubiquitous, the problem of information overload has arisen. Users find an overwhelming number of publications that match their search queries but they can still be confused about where to start. For this reason, there is a growing need for techniques that can present the each query paper based on its forward and backward citation relationships. However, when the query paper cites or is cited by a large number of papers, the papers are squeezed together such that it is hard to discern the papers. In addition, only the citation connection between the papers is elicited: there is no content/topic information presented. It still takes great effort for users to locate their papers of interest within such a big map.
In this study, we present the retrieved results in a way that explicitly shows the evolutionary relationship between the papers. As shown in Fig. 1 , our system aims to string the retrieved articles together in an evolutional way and combine the strings to form a graph, which we call a paper evolution graph (PEG). Fig. 2 shows a simplified PEG. As can be seen, a PEG is a combination of several evolution chains depicted by different colors. Each evolution chain consists of a set of topically cohesive papers. Different chains focus on the evolution of the different topics relevant to the query. The common nodes of different chains reveal the intersection of different topics. For example, the PEG in Fig. 2 is generated based on an input query paper P. This PEG consists of three evolution chains describing the three technical routes that P involves.
A PEG allows users to browse the retrieved papers at a holistic level and navigate the overall aspects of the query. To fully uncover the relationships between academic articles, our system uses the content, author, and citation information to discover latent relationships between papers from multiple Fig. 1 Finding paths between pieces of messy information Fig. 2 A simplified example of a paper evolution graph viewpoints. This allows our system to incorporate user preference to generate PEGs focusing on different types of coherence. For example, a PEG emphasizing author coherence is likely to consist of chains of articles published by the same authors, while a PEG emphasizing citation coherence tends to consist of articles that have citation relationships. The process of building a PEG can be summarized in three steps. First, to fully cover the topics of a query paper in a PEG, we obtain the topic distribution of the papers in the dataset by multi-relational factorization of the metagraph of our system. After this step, articles in the dataset are soft-clustered into communities based on their topic distribution. Second, from each community that relates to the query, the most cohesive chain is extracted based on a proposed criterion for topic coherence. Finally, the extracted chains are combined to form a PEG.
To satisfy different user requirements, our system supports three types of queries: keyword query, single-paper query, and two-paper query.
1. Searching by keyword Beginners who are new to an academic domain are always curious about the overall development of that domain. For example, a student who is new to "deep learning" would first search the words "deep learning" and then read a most classical article as suggested. Yet, what is the reader to do next? One option is to read a recently published paper to discover the latest development of deep learning. However, this beginner might have a problem in understanding the latest paper by jumping from the most basic theory to a much more sophisticated method; thus, he/she would have to read more articles to help digest the latest paper. Finding the requisite papers could be tedious. To help users achieve a comprehensive understanding of the domain, a PEG provides a graphic overview of the domain by depicting the relationships between the research branches and the development of each branch.
2. Searching by a single paper The majority of research is done based on the previous studies. When reading a new paper, a beginner might want to find out how the idea of the paper was formed step by step from the very beginning, and whether there is any work that improves the technique in the paper. Our system can generate a PEG which explicitly shows the development of the query paper, not only making it easier for users to find former relevant papers, but also leading users to the later papers that are closely related to the query paper.
3. Searching by two papers Sometimes users are interested in discovering the relationship between two papers. For example, one might want to find out the relationship between a paper that proposes a classical theory and a recent paper that uses a variant of the theory to solve a specific problem. Our system is able to present a PEG that shows a clear connection between the two papers, providing users with an idea of how the subject progressed step by step from the classical paper to the latest one. A PEG might also be useful for users who are curious about finding out the hidden connection between two papers that seem to be unrelated.
We believe that the PEG can serve as an effective tool to help users navigate unfamiliar territory and discover previously unknown relationships between articles. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
1. We propose the concept of paper evolution graph and formalize the criteria for evaluating evolution graphs.
2. We support three types of queries and provide efficient methods to construct evolution graphs given different types of queries.
3. We integrate user preferences into the framework to generate graphs describing the multi-view relationships among articles.
Related work
The problem of constructing a PEG relates to three aspects: document retrieval, organization of retrieval results, and topic discovery.
Document retrieval
The growing number of documents on the Web has accentuated the need for improving retrieval methods. The probability ranking principle (PRP) (Robertson, 1977) forms the bedrock of information retrieval. It aims to achieve the optimum retrieval by estimating the probability of relevance for each document (with respect to the current query) and ranking the documents according to the decreasing values of the probability of relevance. There is also a rise of use of language models in information retrieval (Laf-ferty and Zhai, 2001; Lavrenko and Croft, 2001) . In the language modeling approach, each document is viewed as a language sample and a query is treated as a generation process. The retrieved documents are ranked according to the probabilities of generating a query from the corresponding language models of these documents. When the query has multiple interpretations, or there are multiple subtopics, systems are expected to balance relevance and diversity (Chen and Karger, 2006; Agrawal et al., 2009) . The basic premise of result diversification is that the relevance of a set of documents depends not only on the individual relevance of its members, but also on how they relate to each other. Maximizing diversity is especially useful in the feedback-relevant retrieval systems and commercial websites (Shen and Zhai, 2005; Yu et al., 2014) .
When it comes to academic literature, a paper's citation count is widely used in evaluating the importance of a paper since it has been shown to strongly correlate with academic literature impact (Narin, 1976) . The Thomson Scientific Institute for Scientific Information Impact Factor (ISI IF) is a representative approach using a paper's citation count, and is defined as the mean number of citations to articles published in a journal over a two-year period (Garfield, 1979) . However, citation counting has well-known limitations: citing papers with a high impact and ones with a low impact are treated equally in standard citation counting. Google's PageRank algorithm counts not only the number of hyperlinks to a page. It also computes the status of a web page based on a combination of the number of hyperlinks that point to the page and the status of the pages from which the hyperlinks originate (Brin and Page, 1998) . Papers with more citations are generally ranked higher, and they get a further boost if they are referenced by highly cited articles (Butler, 2004) . Chen et al. (2007) applied the PageRank algorithm to the scientific citation networks. They found out that according to the PageRank model, although some classical articles in the physics domain have a small number of citations, they have a very high PageRank.
Retrieval result organization
Search engines and recommendation systems play a crucial role in paper retrieval. However, most of them are limited to list-output models; i.e., the retrieval results are listed one by one and isolated from each other. Although these systems display useful information, simply listing the output is not sufficient for users to capture the relationships among retrieval results. There are a few systems that move beyond the list-output model. In the topic detection task, Jo et al. (2011) aimed to discover the evolution of topics over time in paper collection. The discovered topics were connected to form a topic evolution graph using a measure derived from the underlying paper network. Graph-and network-based models were also used to represent and analyze the relationships among scientific authors. For example, Newman (2001) and Tang et al. (2008) used the publications of authors to analyze and visualize co-author and citation relationships in scientific literature.
Representing the retrieval results in a structured way has attracted more attention beyond the academic literature retrieval domain. The ostensive browsing model (Campbell, 2000) uses paths and nodes to represent the interactive feedback-relevant searching process, where users move from node (information object) to node via links (accessibility relationships). The path is a sequence of nodes for users to trace and explore. In the news analysis domain, numerous works have proposed different notions of storylines (Allan et al., 2001; Shahaf and Guestrin, 2010; Ahmed et al., 2011; Yan et al., 2011) . In addition, graph representations are common across a variety of related problems. For example, Kleinberg (2003) focused on discovering bursty and hierarchical structures in text streams. Makkonen (2003) suggested modeling news topics in terms of their evolving events. Mei and Zhai (2005) aimed to discover and summarize the evolutionary patterns of themes in a text stream.
In a work most related to ours, Nallapati et al. (2004) proposed a process called event threading, in which the structure of news events and their dependencies in a news topic were captured to generate a graph structure. Shahaf et al. (2012) created an evolution map for news events. They proposed the notion of topic coherence for an evolution path. Our work shares the same advantages of the previous works in that we try to uncover the relationships between retrieval results. However, we focus on the academic domain, where more information such as authors and citations, rather than just the content information, can be used.
Topic discovery
Due to its importance and great application potential, topic research in scientific literature has recently attracted rapidly growing interest (Mei et al., 2006; Schult and Spiliopoulou, 2006; Spiliopoulou et al., 2006) . Many existing approaches for scientific literature topic detection model a paper as a bag of words (Bolelli et al., 2009; Gohr et al., 2009 ). However, the bag-of-words model is effective for only discovering topics when papers share a large proportion of lexically equivalent terms. Several studies integrated author information and content information to help detect topics Steyvers et al., 2004; Zhou et al., 2006) . He et al. (2009) addressed the problem of topic detection by adapting the latent Dirichlet allocation model (Blei et al., 2003) to the citation network. In Small (1973) , the relationship between two papers was measured via their co-citations. In this study, we integrate the content, citation, and author information to discover academic topics from different viewpoints.
Overview of paper evolution graph construction
In this section, we present the outline of the proposed PEG construction. First, we give definitions of paper evolution chain and paper evolution graph. Definition 1 (Paper evolution chain) A paper evolution chain L of length n is a simple directed path with n vertices, denoted by L = (p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n ), where {p i } n i=1 is a sequence of chronologically ordered and topically cohesive papers. Definition 2 (Paper evolution graph) A paper evolution graph G = (V, E) is a directed graph consisting of several evolution chains L i , denoted by G = U (L i ), where each L i focuses on different topics. Fig. 3 gives the procedure for constructing a PEG.
In the first step, we build the metagraph of our system specifying the relationships between "word," "author," and "paper." A metagraph is a relational hypergraph representing multi-relational and multidimensional data (Lin et al., 2009) . It is a graph with its nodes (called facets) representing the entities and its edges (called hyperedges) corresponding to the interactions between the nodes. A metagragh is different from the traditional graph in that each node/facet represents an ensemble of the entity. For example, the author facet is a set of authors and the paper facet is a set of papers. The hyperedge connecting the facets represents the relationship between the entity sets. Fig. 4 shows the metagraph of our system. 
Fig. 4 Metagraph of our system
We prepare three types of data according to three relationships in the metagraph: the "content" relationship between paper facet and word facet, the "publication" relationship between paper facet and author facet, and the "citation" relationship between paper facet and paper facet. Each relationship corresponds to an observed data.
The second step is to soft-cluster the papers in the dataset into communities according to the papers' topic distribution, which is achieved by multirelational factorization of the metagraph. In this step, each paper can be assigned to one community or more communities.
The third step is to extract topically cohesive chains from the communities that are relevant to the query. In this step, we first define the topic coherence of a given chain of papers. Then the most coherent chains are extracted from each of the query-relevant community.
For different types of queries, the definition of query-relevant community varies slightly. For a single-paper query, the relevant communities are defined as the communities consisting of the query paper. For a two-paper query, the relevant communities are defined as the communities consisting both of the query papers. For a keyword query, the queryrelevant communities are the communities that include the papers relevant to the keyword.
After the most coherent evolution chains are extracted from the relevant communities, these chains are combined to form a PEG in the last step. Since each chain focuses on one aspect of the query, combining the chains gives us a comprehensive and holistic view of evolution of the query.
Identifying the topic distribution of papers
To construct a PEG which fully covers the topics of a query, we should first identify the topic distribution of the papers in the dataset. In this section, we introduce the approach to obtain the topic distribution of papers via metagraph factorization. The first step is to build a metagraph that covers the papers' content, authorship, and citation information. Then the topic distribution of each paper is obtained by metagraph factorization.
Constructing a metagraph
In this study, each paper is modeled as a probabilistic mixture of topics; i.e., a paper belongs to one topic or more topics with different probabilities. The topic distribution of a paper is defined as follows: Definition 3 (Topic distribution) The topic distribution of a paper p is a nonnegative vector T = (T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T C ), where C is the number of topics, T i is the probability that paper p belongs to the i th topic, and i T i = 1. Fig. 5 shows an example of topic distribution, where the x axis denotes the index of topics and the y axis is the probability that a paper belongs to a specific topic. In this figure, T 8 = 0.26 and In our approach, topic distribution is calculated by metagraph factorization based clustering, in which similar articles are grouped to the same topics. Three types of papers are likely to share similar topics: papers that are similar in content, papers that share the same authors, and papers that have citation relationships. To fully uncover the relationships among papers, we use three types of article information in the clustering step:
1. Content information The content of a paper conveys its topic in a most direct way. Papers with a high content similarity (e.g., word vector based similarity) will have similar topics.
2. Authorship information Since the research interests of a researcher are limited, papers published by the same author are likely to focus on the same topic.
3. Citation information If a paper cites another paper, there is a high probability that the two papers have the same topic.
The relationships between papers can be measured in the paper-word space, paper-author space, and paper-paper space. The three spaces are not independent. In fact, they share one common dimension: the paper dimension. The relationships between the spaces can be represented by a metagraph ( Fig. 4) .
Let V and R denote the sets of facets and edges respectively, where v (i) denotes the i th facet and e (r) represents the r th edge. A hyperedge/relation e (r) is said to be incident to a facet v (q) if v (q) ∈ e (r) . There are three facets V = {v (i) } (i = 1, 2, 3) and three relationships E = {e (j) } (j = 1, 2, 3) in Fig. 4 . The facets (paper, author, and word) are connected by hyperedges e (1) , e (2) , and e (3) . Thus, e (1) = {v (1) , v (1) } represents the citation relationship between papers; e (2) = {v (1) , v (2) } represents the content relationship between papers and words; and e (3) = {v (1) , v (3) } represents the publishing relationship between authors and papers.
By constructing the metagraph, we can integrate the content, author, and citation information, which were originally independent.
Soft-clustering papers into communities
A clustering technique is crucial for large-scale topic discovery. Since there are three relationships in our system, a multi-relational clustering technique is required. Clustering entities with multiple relationships consider joint factorization over two or more matrices. There are numerous studies addressing multi-relational clustering (Long et al., 2006; Banerjee et al., 2007; Zhu et al., 2007; Lin et al., 2009) . In this study, we apply a metagraph factorization method proposed by Lin et al. (2009) to soft-cluster the papers. This approach is a fast and practical approach to extract communities from multiple relationships on the basis of tensor operation. Furthermore, the approach is incremental in that it can be readily modified to deal with time evolving data, where the relational data are modeled as evolving tensor sequences, which makes the technique scalable.
Background knowledge of tensors
In this subsection, we provide the background knowledge on the tensor and the operations used in this study. A tensor is a mathematical representation of a multi-way array. The order of a tensor is the number of modes (or ways). For example, a firstorder tensor is a vector, a second-order tensor is a matrix, and a third-order tensor is a cube. In this study, we use x as a vector, X as a matrix, and X as a tensor. The dimensionality of a mode is the number of elements in that mode. For example, a nonnegative tensor X ∈ R I1×I2×I3 has three modes with dimensionalities of I 1 , I 2 , and I 3 , respectively. Tensor factorization or multi-linear matrix factorization is widely used in recommender systems (Yu et al., 2015) . Five basic tensor operations are used in this study:
1. Mode-d unfolding Unfolding is a process of reordering the elements of an M -way array into a matrix. The mode-d unfolding of a tensor X ∈ R I1×I2×···×IN is denoted by
Unfolding a tensor on mode d returns a matrix with I d rows. Its column number is the product of dimensionalities of all the modes except mode d. The inverse operation is denoted as X = fold(X (d) ) ∈ R I1×I2×···×IN . Unfolding can be defined on two or more modes. For example, unfolding a tensor along with modes c and d, is defined by
3. Tensor vectorization Vectorization is the process of linearizing the elements of an M -mode array into a vector, and is denoted by x = vec(X ).
Khatri-Rao product For two matrices
Accumulating a tensor on mode d can be calculated by unfolding the tensor on mode d into a matrix and then multiplying the matrix with an all-one vector (summing up all the columns). Accumulation on two modes c and d is defined by
Readers can refer to Bader and Kolda (2006) for a more comprehensive review of tensors.
Clustering papers into communities
Since the hyperedges in our system are all twoway relationships, a set of observations is represented as a two-way tensor, i.e., a matrix. Each relation e (j) forms a matrix and corresponds to an observed data. The "citation" hyperedge corresponds to a secondorder tensor X (1) ∈ R P ×P , where P is the number of papers. The "content" hyperedge corresponds to a second-order tensor X (2) ∈ R P ×W , where W is the number of words. The "author" hyperedge corresponds to a second-order tensor X (3) ∈ R P ×N , where N is the number of authors.
The relationship between any two members i and j in community k is denoted as x ij . Let p k→i indicate how likely an interaction in the k th community involves the i th member and p k the probability of the interaction in the k th community. x ij can be represented by x ij ≈ k p k · p k→i · p k→j . A set of such relationships among entities in facets v (a) and v (b) can be written by
The data tensor X ∈ R Ia×I b + represents the observed two-way interactions among facets v (a) and v (b) , and K is the number of communities.
. P is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal elements representing the probabilities of each community, i.e., p k = P(k, k).
Eq.
(1) can be viewed as community discovery in a single relation. Since there are three relations in our system, our objective is to factorize all the data tensors such that all tensors can be approximated by a common nonnegative core tensor P and a shared nonnegative factor U (1) , i.e., to minimize the following cost function:
where D(· ·) is the KL-divergence and w r (r = 1, 2, 3) is the weight of X (r) .
We apply the tensor operation based metagraph factorization algorithm developed in Lin et al. (2009) to find a local minimum solution. The solution shares the same form of the expectation-maximization algorithm and can be found by the following multiplicative updating algorithm:
In the first step, for each e (r) , compute a tensor
In the second step, P and U (q) are updated respectively by
Eqs. (3) and (4) correspond to the E-step and Eqs. (5) and (6) correspond to the M-step. The information in each data tensor is aggregated at the E-step and is shared by the core tensor and all facet factors at the M-step. Algorithm 1 summarizes the process of metagraph factorization.
Algorithm 1 Metagraph factorization 1: Input: metagraph G = (V, E) and data tensors X (1) , X (2) , and X (3) on G. 2: Output: P , U (1) , U (2) , and U (3) . 3: Initialize P , U (1) , U (2) , and U (3) ; Repeat until convergence 4: for each r ∈ E do 5:
Compute C (r) by Eqs. (3) and (4) 6: end for 7: Update P by Eq. (5) 8: for each q ∈ V do 9:
Update U (1) , U (2) , and U (3) by Eq. (6) 10: end for After multi-relational factorization, the topic distribution T = (p(1|i), . . . , p(k|i), . . . , p(K|i)) of the i th paper in the dataset is calculated by
, which denotes how likely the k th community includes the i th paper. p(i) is the probability of a relation involving paper i and is defined as
After the topic distribution is acquired, each paper is assigned to one or more (usually 1 to 3) communities, which describe different topics of the paper. The i th paper in the dataset is considered to belong to community k if p(k|i) ≥ Com t , where Com t is a threshold parameter (Com t = 0.2 in this study). For example, the paper with a topic distribution shown in Fig. 5 belongs to community 8 and community 14. Users can tune down Com t to retrieve papers from more communities when a PEG with more diversity is desired.
Generating evolution graphs
In this section, we describe our approach for extracting topically cohesive chains and constructing PEGs. To extract cohesive chains, we first define the link strength between two papers, based on which we define the topic coherence of a chain. Then we extract chains with the most coherent topic from the query-related communities. After topically cohesive chains are extracted, they are combined to construct a PEG.
Computing link strength between adjacent papers
Given a chain of papers L = (p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n ), the link strength between adjacent papers can be measured by the similarity between the two papers. Traditionally, papers are represented by vectors of term frequencies, i.e., using the "bag-of-words" model. Each term is then assigned a "weight of importance" using a weighting metric such as the TF-IDF weighting scheme (Salton, 1971) . A simple measurement of the link strength is the word vector based similarity between papers, e.g., the cosine distance between word vectors. However, this type of similarity is not always informative for measuring the link strength. First, since the bag-of-words consists only of terms that appear in a paper's original source text, there exist two linguistic phenomena: ambiguity and synonymy (Aljaber et al., 2010) . Ambiguity occurs when papers share lexically similar, but semantically distinct terms. It can make papers appear more similar than they actually are. Synonymy, on the other hand, occurs when two papers share semantically related, but lexically dissimilar words. As a result, two correlative papers appear less correlative than they actually are. Second, word vector based similarity always considers each term to be of equal importance. However, when calculating similarity under a certain topic, some terms are more significant than other terms. Say, there is a paper focusing on the non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) and its application to "image compression." Another paper also applies the NMF method, but uses it to address a data mining problem. The two papers are relevant because they both use NMF to solve problems. However, when the topic of a chain is image compression, these two papers should not be considered relevant, which means we should give a small weight to the term "NMF" when calculating paper similarity under the image compression topic. In this study, we consider the word influence in similarity calculations, i.e., the influence of a word w in the relation of p i and p i+1 . With word influence, the similarity between two papers can be obtained under different topics by assigning different weights to each word.
Among the several proposed methods for measuring word influence, the majority of them focus on directed weighted graphs (e.g., the web, social networks, and citations), in which influence is considered to spread through the edges. Methods such as PageRank (Brin and Page, 1998) , authority computation (Kleinberg, 1999) , and random graph simulations (Kempe et al., 2003) all use the link structure. In this study, we use the influence calculating algorithm proposed by Shahaf and Guestrin (2010) , where word influence was obtained by a random walk. The algorithm overcomes the two drawbacks of word vector based similarity. It creates a network between all the papers and words, where the relation between two papers is acquired by the word influence propagating in the network. This framework allows two papers to be linked through a word w even if w does not appear in the two articles.
To create the network, we first create a bipartite directed graph B = (V, E). The vertices V = V P V W correspond to papers and words. Fig. 6a shows a simple bipartite graph: the squares on the top represent four papers and the circles on the bottom denote five words. We add both edges (w, p) and (p, w) for each pair of word w and paper p. The weights of edges indicate the strength of the relevance between papers and words.
For each paper, the weights of the paperto-word edges are assigned with their TF-IDF (term frequency-inverse document frequency) features. Since the weights are considered to be random walk probabilities, they are normalized over all the words such that i weight(p, w i ) = 1. The wordto-paper weights are initialized in the same way as the paper-to-word edges, but normalized over the papers.
To calculate influence(p i , p j |w k ), we first com- pute the stationary distribution for random walks starting from p i . The probability p(p j |p i ) can be calculated from p i to p j through the whole word set.
To specify the effect of w k on these walks, a graph B which is the same as B is constructed except that there is no way out of the node w k ; i.e., the weights of the word-to-paper edges of w k are set to 0. Again, the stationary distribution on B is calculated starting from p i . This time the probability p(p j |p i ) is computed without the influence of w k . We denote this probability as p −w k (p j |p i ). The word influence w k between p i and p j is defined as the probability difference between the two distributions and can be calculated by Fig. 6b shows an example of the word influence between paper d and two other articles d 1 and d 2 .
d: constrained non-negative matrix factorization for hyperspectral unmixing; d 1 : spectral and spatial complexity-based hyperspectral unmixing; d 2 : hyperspectral unmixing via L 1/2 sparsity constrained non-negative matrix factorization.
We can see that words such as "unmixing," "BSS," "blind," and "hyperspectral" have higher influences in the relation between d and d 1 , while "NMF," "non-negative," and "sparse" have higher influence in the relation between d and d 2 .
After obtaining the word influence between each pair of papers in the dataset, the similarity between two papers can be computed under different topics T by assigning different weights to each word. Topic T k is described by vector T k = [t k 1 , . . . , t k n , . . . , t k W ], where t k n is the weight of word w n and W is the number of words. The similarity between two papers under a certain topic can be formulated as the sum of influences through all the words:
Evaluating coherence of chains
In this study, the coherence of the chain is measured by the strength of its weakest link due to the fact that a single poor transition can destroy the coherence of the entire chain (Shahaf and Guestrin, 2010) . Given a chain of papers L = (p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p m ), its coherence is defined as the maximum value of its weakest link strength among all the possible topics:
To determine the topic coherence of a chain, we need to find a topic that maximizes the optimization problem (9). However, problem (9) considers the topic of a chain to be constant. In other words, the importance of the words is fixed while computing the link strength between adjacent papers. In fact, the research topic is always gradually changing over time. A more reasonable objective function would consider the adjacent papers' similarity to be computed under a set of smoothly evolving topics M = (T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T m−1 ). In this case, the coherence of a chain is defined as
where t j i is the weight of the i th word in topic T j , which is used to calculate the similarity between p j and p j+1 . By introducing the range parameter r, the word importance (the topic) is allowed to change slightly between adjacent pairs of papers along the chain. Our goal is to find a set of gradually changed topics such that the chain reaches its highest coherence. Eq. (10) can be readily formalized as a linear programming problem. Since the length of the chain and the number of total words are limited, the linear programming problem can be solved fast.
After selecting the most topically cohesive chains, these chains are combined to construct a PEG. Since a paper can belong to k (k >= 1) communities after soft-clustering, chains extracted from different communities may share common nodes. Fig. 7 illustrates the process of combining two chains to form a graph. When chains share the same nodes, the common nodes are merged. The common nodes uncover the intersection between different technique routes. P 1 P 2 P 3 P 4 P 5 P 1 P 2 P 3 P 4 P 5 P 6 P 7 P 8 P 6 P 7 P 8 P 9 P 10 Fig. 7 Combining chains to construct a graph
Chain extraction for three types of queries
Our system supports three types of input queries: keyword, single-paper, and two-paper queries. For different types of queries, the PEG can be generated under the same framework with small variance.
Assume that the length of the evolution chain is set to n either by our system or by the user. When the query is a single paper p, our model generates a PEG discovering the evolution of p's topics. The first step is to find the communities that include p according to its topic distribution. Then from each of p's communities, our model selects a chain that has the strongest topic coherence from all the possible chains that contain p as one of its nodes. Finally, the chains selected from different communities are combined to form a PEG.
For two query papers p s and p t , our model constructs a PEG that uncovers the evolution relation between the papers. Assume that p s was published before p t . The first step is to find the shared communities of p s and p t according to their topic distribution. Let C i (i = 1, 2, . . . , R) denote the i th common community of p s and p t , where R is the number of shared communities. For each C i , our model computes the coherence of all the chains that start with p s and end with p t using Eq. (10). Then a chain with the largest coherence is extracted from each C i . These chains are then combined to construct a PEG.
When the query is a keyword, our system generates a PEG consisting of papers that are most relevant to the keyword using the following steps:
1. Select N papers that are most relevant to the query keyword by the TF-IDF feature of the papers.
2. Divide the selected papers into groups according to the communities they belong to; i.e., papers that belong to the same community are assigned to the same group.
3. In each group, compute the topic coherence of all the possible chains of length n and choose the most coherent chain.
4. Combine the chains to form a PEG.
Some issues on implementation
Two of the most time-consuming parts of the proposed model are: (1) hypergraph factorization to generate communities, and (2) chain extraction from each query-related community.
Hypergraph factorization has a time complexity of O(n) per iteration. The factorization can be readily modified to deal with time evolving data as proposed by Lin et al. (2009) , where the relational data were modeled as evolving tensor sequences, making the technique well scalable.
Our method aims to search for the most coherent chains from each query-relevant community. Since there are an enormous number of possible chains in a community, an exhaustive search method is not feasible when the dataset is very large. To accelerate computation, we narrow down the search region by selecting a small number of the most relevant papers as the candidates for constructing chains.
When the query is a single paper p, we select M papers that are most similar to p in each community that p belongs to, using the similarity defined as
where k is a community and the summation is taken over all the communities. For two query papers p s and p t , M papers that are most similar to the two papers are selected in each community to which both p s and p t belong, using the similarity defined as
In our experiment, M is set to 50.
Chain extraction involves candidate paper selection and linear programming (Eq. (10)) to determine the coherence of an evolution chain. The time complexity of candidate paper selection is O(n). Since the length of the chain and the number of total words are limited, the linear programming problem can be solved fast.
To discover whether the acceleration process will affect the final retrieval results, we conducted two sets of experiments, where one set was done with acceleration and the other without acceleration. In most cases the two groups of results were exactly the same, which means that the papers ruled out from the candidates do not contribute to the final results.
Experiments
A real-world dataset of 24 491 papers was collected to test the effectiveness of our structural retrieval approach. Three types of queries were conducted on the dataset. In addition, user preference was incorporated into our system to better meet users' needs.
Dataset description
We crawled and parsed the articles from the journal called IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing (TGRS) for the years 1980-2012 and a conference called IEEE International Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium (IGARSS) for the years 1988-2012. We chose this dataset because remote sensing is one of the research domain of our laboratory, which allows us to better analyze the retrieval results. Each of the three relations ("content," "author," and "citation") in the dataset corresponds to a second-order tensor (a matrix). The relations are summarized in Table 1 . The "content" data measures the relationships between papers and words, where the words are extracted from the title, keywords, and abstract of each paper with stop words removed and stemming. The TF-IDF metric is used to measure how important a word is to a paper. For paper p, its TF-IDF feature δ p = [δ p 1 , δ p 2 , . . . , δ p N ] is calculated by
where |P | is the number of papers in the dataset and tf wi,p is the frequency of word w i in p. In this study, we use the number of times that word w i occurs in document p as the word frequency. The "author" data are a "0-1" matrix with "1" referring to an author publishing a paper. The "citation" data are also a "0-1" matrix where "1" refers to a paper citing another paper. At the metagraph factorization stage, papers in the dataset were clustered into 30 communities. Four of the communities are displayed as word clouds in Fig. 8 . The three relations are assigned with equal weights (w 1 = w 2 = w 3 = 1/3) in Eq. (2) by default. Users can also choose different weights according to their needs.
Searching by a single paper
For a single-paper query, we selected 50 articles that were most similar to the query paper in each of the query paper's communities. Eq. (11) measures the similarity. The selected papers were the candidates for constructing evolution chains. To analyze the retrieval results more accurately, we chose two subfields that we were familiar with to do the experiments: hyperspectral imagery classification and hyperspectral imagery unmixing. Fig. 9 shows the PEG of the query paper "Spectral and spatial classification of hyperspectral data using SVMs and morphological profiles." This article is about the application of morphological profiles in hyperspectral imagery classification using SVM (support vector machine) as the classifier. It belongs to community 11 and community 14 with probabilities of 0.65 and 0.34, respectively; thus, the PEG is a combination of two chains of length six. As the word clouds show, community 11 contains the keyword "morphological," while community 14 includes articles relating to machine learning. Correspondingly, the first chain of the PEG in Fig. 9 focuses on classification of hyperspectral imagery with the features relating to morphological profiles. The second chain describes various SVM based classification methods. Fig. 10 displays the PEG of the query paper "Constrained nonnegative matrix factorization for hyperspectral unmixing." The paper belongs to community 9 and community 14 with probabilities of 0.36 and 0.35, respectively; thus, the PEG consists of two evolution chains. The length of the chain is set to five. Chain 1 focuses on using nonnegative matrix factorization to unmix hyperspectral imagery with different constraints. Chain 2 has two common papers with chain 1, but it focuses more on applying linear methods to do mixture analysis, which is a task substantially equivalent to the unmixing problem.
Searching by two papers
For two-paper retrieval, our system selected 50 papers that were most relevant to the query papers Fig. 9 Paper evolution graph of the query paper "Spectral and spatial classification of hyperspectral data using SVMs and morphological profiles" using Eq. (11) in each of the communities shared by the query papers. Fig. 11 shows the PEG constructed for the query papers "Kernel-based methods for hyperspectral image classification" and "Kernel nonparametric weighted feature extraction for hyperspectral image classification." The two papers both focus on hyperspectral imagery classification using kernel methods. All papers in the chain apply kernel methods in hyperspectral imagery classification. Fig. 12 shows the PEG constructed for the query papers "Endmember extraction from highly mixed data using minimum volume constrained nonnegative matrix factorization" and "A novel strategy of nonnegative-matrix-factorization-based polarimetric ship detection." Both papers address hyperspectral imagery detection using nonnegative matrix factorization. The former paper uses NMF to address a feature extraction task, which is a general detection problem, while the latter paper extends the method to solve a specific ship detection problem. Output: Fig. 10 Paper evolution graph of the query paper "Constrained nonnegative matrix factorization for hyperspectral unmixing"
Searching by keywords
For a keyword search, our system chose 100 papers that were most relevant to the keyword as candidates in constructing a PEG. Fig. 13 shows the PEG generated for query word "hyperspectral classification." The length of the evolution chain is set to six. Since the candidate papers are from community 11 and community 14, the PEG consists of two evolution chains extracted from the two communities. Both chains of papers solve the problem of hyperspectral imagery classification. Chain 1 follows the technique of classifying hyperspectral pixels using SVM, a classifier that is well known for its superior performance on small datasets with high-dimensional features. Chain 2 focuses on subspace method based classification methods, where the high dimensional data were first projected to a low-dimensional subspace before classification. Fig. 14 shows the PEG generated for keyword "SAR denoising."
The evolution chain consists of a set of papers on denoising synthetic-aperture radar (SAR) images in the wavelet and curvelet domains. Fig. 11 Paper evolution graph of two-paper retrieval focusing on hyperspectral imagery classification Output: Input: P 1 : Endmember extraction from highly mixed data using minimum volume constrained nonnegetive matrix factorization P 2 : A novel strategy of nonnegative-matrix-factorization-based polarimetric ship detection P 1 : Endmember extraction from highly mixed data using minimum volume constrained nonnegative matrix factorization. Fig. 12 Paper evolution graph of the two-paper retrieval regarding unmixing and detection using nonnegative matrix factorization 6.5 Incorporating user preference
Our system can use the three relations between papers to generate PEGs from different views. We integrate user preferences into our framework. At the soft-clustering stage, users are allowed to choose different weights (w 1 , w 2 , w 3 ) for the three relations according to their needs. When no user preference is provided, we set w 1 = w 2 = w 3 = 0.33.
When a large weight is chosen on the "content" relation, the clustering approach generates communities based mainly on the content similarity of papers. As a result, papers in an extracted chain are likely to have a high similarity in content. Fig. 15a shows the PEG of the query paper, "Hyperspectral 
Fig. 14 Paper evolution graph for "SAR denoising" retrieval subspace identification", with w 1 = 0.2, w 2 = 0.6, and w 3 = 0.2. It shows that all papers in the chain focus on the subspace-based method in hyperspectral imagery.
The citation relation reveals the correlation between papers if they do not have a high similarity in content. If users are interested in discovering papers that have a citation relationship, he/she can choose a large weight on the "citation" relation. In this case, papers having citation relationships are likely to be clustered into the same community. As a result, papers in an evolution chain not only share the same topic but also have citation relation along the chain. Fig. 15b shows the PEG of the query paper, "Hyperspectral subspace identification", with w 1 = 0.6, w 2 = 0.2, and w 3 = 0.2. In the evolution chain, both C 3 and C 4 cite P , and C 4 cites C 3 .
In the case of a large weight for the "author" relation, our clustering approach is inclined to generate clusters based on the authorship information; i.e., papers published by the same authors tend to be clustered into communities. As a result, chains extracted from such communities are likely to con-sist of papers sharing the same authors. Fig. 15c shows the PEG for the query paper "Hyperspectral subspace identification" with w 1 = 0.2, w 2 = 0.2, and w 3 = 0.6, where the first two papers share two same authors and the last two papers share a common author.
Evaluation
A common method to evaluate the performance of information retrieval (IR) systems is to test the algorithms on labeled datasets and calculate some standard metrics such as retrieval precision. However, these datasets are designed for list-output models and thus they are not suitable for evaluating our structural retrieval system. As a result, we evaluated our algorithm on real-world datasets and tested three metrics: (1) accuracy (showing how strong the articles retrieved in a PEG are relevant to the query); (2) coherence (showing the topic coherence of an evolution chain-specifically, we measured the coherence by the definition given in Eq. (10) and also invited some domain experts to evaluate the topic coherence of the results); (3) helpfulness (we conducted a user study to see how a PEG can help beginners understand a new academic article as well as obtain the big picture on an unfamiliar research domain).
Because the proposed method returns structural retrieval results, it cannot be compared directly with most of the other retrieval systems that return isolated results. In this study, we designed a way to compare our system with Google Scholar, IEEE Xplore, and Web of Science by manually constructing evolution chains from the retrieval results of the compared systems.
Accuracy
In this study, we evaluated the accuracy of the PEG, i.e., whether the articles in the PEG are relevant to the query. To this end, we compared the retrieval results of our system with the results of Google Scholar, IEEE Xplore, and Web of Science to see how our retrieval results are ranked in other systems. Our assumption is that if the articles in the PEG are at the top of the returned list in the other systems, then it indicates that the accuracy of the PEG is high. We created two tasks corresponding to two keyword queries "SAR denoising" and "Hyperspectral classification." For a fair comparison, the search region in the compared systems was set to TGRS and IGARSS. Fig. 16a shows the comparison of results of the query "Hyperspectral classification." Fig. 16b shows the comparison of results of the query "SAR denoising." The data in the compared systems were collected on March 14, 2015. The green line in Fig. 16a indicates that 60% of the papers in the PEG are ranked before 50 in Google Scholar. The comparison shows that a large proportion of papers in the PEG ranked on top of the retrieval list of the other systems. Note that since our goal is to find those articles that are most topically coherent, finding the most influential/relevant papers is not the main desired property of PEG.
Coherence
In this subsection, our goal is to evaluate the topic coherence of the PEG. This is done by measuring the topic coherence defined in Eq. (10). We also invited several domain experts to manually score the coherence of the retrieval results. We compared our method with the retrieval results from Google Scholar, IEEE Xplore, and Web of Science.
Since the retrieval results of the compared systems are isolated, they cannot be compared with the PEG directly. For a fair comparison, we manually constructed evolution chains from the retrieved papers of the compared systems. Again, the papers in the compared systems were restricted to publication in TGRS and IGARSS. The comparison was done under three types of query. The length of the evolution chain was set to six in all experiments. For different types of queries, we constructed chains from the compared systems as follows:
For a single-paper query, we first selected the top five papers in the returned list from the compared systems. Then the selected papers together with the query paper were arranged in chronological order to form an evolution chain of length six. When the PEG contained more than one chain, five more papers were selected from the compared systems to form each additional chain.
For a two-paper query (p s or p t ), we constructed a chain from the systems in two steps. First, for each of the two queries, we selected its two most relevant papers whose publication time was between that of p s and p t . Then the four selected results together with p s and p t were arranged in chronological order to form an evolution chain. For a keyword query, we first selected the top six papers from the compared systems to form an evolution chain. Six more papers were selected for each additional chain in the PEG. Then the papers were arranged in chronological order to form the same number of chains as in the PEG.
We created 10 tasks for each type of query and calculated the topic coherence as defined in Eq. (10). Fig. 17 shows the average coherence of the tasks for different systems. The results demonstrate that the evolution chains in the PEG are much more topically cohesive than the other systems' results.
We also evaluated the coherence by asking a group of domain experts to score the chains generated by different systems. Since the PEG is unique in structure (chains intersect with each other), we were unable to do a double-blind comparison study in its original form. To deal with this problem, we separated the combined chains in the PEG into independent chains so that the experts could not differentiate between the different systems. The expert group was composed of six experts, including four teachers and two PhD students. Each expert had at least two years of research experience in the remote sensing domain. We created five tasks for each type of query in the study. The experts were asked to score the correlation between adjacent papers with 0-5 points (0 means not related at all). Since a high correlation between the adjacent papers does not guarantee a coherent topic along the whole chain, we also asked the experts to grade the topic coherence of the overall chain with 0-5 points. One of the grading tables is shown in Fig. 18 .
The average grading results for all tasks are given in Table 2 . In the study, the experts gave very high marks to the retrieval results presented by PEG. The results show that the correlations between adjacent papers in PEG are much stronger than those in other systems. In addition, the topic along the overall chain of PEG was much more focused than in the compared systems.
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Helpfulness in digesting new information
In this subsection, we analyze whether PEG can help beginners digest new information when they are facing an unfamiliar research domain. To achieve this goal, we designed a user study to see how PEG can help users understand a new paper as well as comprehend the big picture of a new research domain. We recruited 16 students in our college to do the study. All of the participants met two conditions: (1) they were able to read academic articles in the remote sensing domain; (2) they did not know the domain well in advance. In this study, we designed three tasks for a single-paper query and a keyword query, respectively. In the single-paper query, we aimed to find out how PEG can help beginners answer specific questions related to the query paper. In the keyword search tasks, the users were asked to describe some important concepts and answer specific questions regarding the query domain. The queries and questions were designed specifically for beginners by a PhD student who had rich research experience in the remote sensing domain. Again, we compared the level of knowledge attained by beginners using our prototype versus Google Scholar, IEEE Xplore, and Web of Science. The approach used to select papers from the compared systems is described in Section 7.2. The students were divided into four groups to score the results from the different systems.
At the first stage of the single-paper query test, each participant was asked to finish a questionnaire with questions regarding the query paper. One correct answer added one point. The scores were recorded to measure the students' pre-knowledge about the paper. After they finished the questionnaires, students in different groups were asked to read the query paper with the help of a set of retrieved papers from the compared retrieval systems. They were allowed to modify the questionnaires while reading. After they finished their final questionnaires, the improved scores of each student were calculated. We believe that the higher the improved scores were, the more useful the retrieved papers were in helping the beginners digest a paper.
The second user study was to measure the helpfulness of PEG in aiding users to grasp the general information in unfamiliar domains. Again, before reading any article the students were asked to finish a questionnaire regarding the three research domains. Then one group of students was presented with PEG results generated by keyword search, while students in the other groups were presented with papers retrieved by the compared systems. They were allowed to modify their questionnaires while reading.
We recorded the final scores and calculated the improved scores for all of the six tasks. The average improved scores of the four groups are given in Table 3. The results demonstrated that PEG performs better in helping beginners digest the details of a paper and comprehend the general knowledge within a research domain. In this paper, we have presented a method for creating structured paper retrieval results, which we call paper evolution graph (PEG). The PEG explicitly shows the multi-view relationships between the retrieved papers by a combination of a set of evolution chains. Each chain consists of a sequence of topically cohesive papers; different chains follow different topics of the query. Three types of information (content, author, and citation) are used in our system, to which users were allowed to attribute different weights to generate an evolution graph emphasizing different aspects. Our system supports keyword search, single-paper search, and two-paper search to meet different user requirements.
In the future, we plan to enlarge our dataset and invite more researchers to use and evaluate our system. In addition, we intend to use more types of information such as a paper's academic influence. Another important issue is to extend our system to time-varying datasets.
